In addition to an earlier form of subordination involving a non-finite verb form and no conjunction (and one that is consistent with the basic SOV word order), subordinate clauses involving conjunctions and finite verb forms constitute a more recent phenomenon in the various Ostyak dialects. 1 Studies of primary and secondary grammaticalization with respect to conjunctions -i.e., the investigation of what types of lexical items tend to turn into conjunctions and what novel functions the conjunctions already in existence tend to develop, respectively -are both widespread. The subject-matter of the present paper will be two linguistic items that are usually classified as subordinating conjunctions and 1 It is impossible to tell exactly when subordination involving a conjunction first appeared in the language but certain conclusions can be drawn from early text collections. Looking at Southern Ostyak texts, Csepregi (1996) claims that around the turn of the century (i.e., around 1900) subordination with non-finite verb forms still prevailed but some finite subordinate clauses had already occurred.
1216-8076/$ 20.00 © 2005 Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest that can definitely be brought into connection with temporal reference but have developed other functions, too, hence the changes involving them mainly belong to the area of secondary grammaticalization. Their semantic characteristics will be reviewed first, followed by a summary of their syntactic properties. 2 One of these items is k ¡ unte, having two distinct functions: an interrogative pronoun meaning 'when' as in (1), and a subordinating conjunction meaning 'if' as in (2):
• " @nàm m@nl@n? when home go.prs.2sg
'When do you go home?' (Paasonen-Vértes 2001, 24/6) (2) os t'en@ @nt@ȃwtat k ¡ unt@, we2i2@w tȏr@ma pȃwat. also thus not cut.prt.pass.3pl if reindeer.Px.pl.1pl sky.lat freeze.prt.pass.3pl 'If we had not driven them inside, they would have got frozen.' (Csepregi 1998, 62/4) Which of the two functions is the earlier one is not at issue: the interrogative pronoun goes back to the Proto-Uralic pronominal stem ku- [1986] [1987] [1988] 191) . It can be observed in general that languages often employ interrogative pronouns as conjunctions in order to express subordination (Harris-Campbell 1995, 293-8) . Semantic changes that conjunctions tend to undergo, including the development of their additional functions, can be traced back to pragmatic factors: certain conversational implicatures that are frequently associated with sets of clauses linked by the given conjunction get semanticized during language use and become permanent components of its meaning (Hopper-Traugott 1993, 72-7) . One of these implications is that of two events occurring in a temporal sequence the earlier event may be a condition for the later event: the conventionalization of the implication is reflected by conditional conjunctions developing from temporal ones. The derivation of the semantic change of the other conjunction we look at in this paper, kȗč, is more problematic. Four different functions of that item can be distinguished: contact anteriority, 'as soon as', as in (3); concession, 'although', as in (4); paired concessive-disjunctive use, 'whether. . . or', as in (5); and particle-like use, 'any-', as in (6): (Honti-Rusvai 1977, 225/6) (6) t'ukim mȃt,ȏnt@2n@ nȏm@k ¡ s@2, t'ak ¡ a kȗč mȗw@2i wă2ĳat, 2ăŋ2@m so tired in.herself think.prs.3sg well any thing be.imp.3sg step.prs.1sg pan@ t'etti jăk ¡ @. and thus in 'She was so tired that she said to herself: "Whoever should be in there, I will enter." ' (Csepregi 1998, 74/2) Some authors (including Munkácsi 1894, 216; Kálmán 1961, 182; Steinitz 1966, 588) trace this item back to the Russian conjunction hotь, dialectal hoxь 'albeit, though; whether. . . or' whose cognates can be found, in addition to Ostyak dialects, also in Vogul. (In an earlier paper, Gert Sauer also subscribes to that view, cf. Sauer 1993, 355.) However, Csepregi (1996) calls the reader's attention to the problematic nature of that derivation. In the Southern Ostyak texts she studied, two kinds of forms are attested: a conjunction küš 'as soon as' (also occurring as an anterior constituent in Kr. Sav. 3 küšpa 'if only') on the one hand, and the paired conjunction Xoš-Xoš 'whether. . . or' on the other. She does not reject derivation from the Russian conjunction mentioned in the case of either, but she claims that the former must be an earlier borrowing, in view of its subsequent phonological and semantic changes, whereas with respect to the latter she writes: "the paired item Xoš . . . Xoš is a truncation of the Russian verb hoqexь 'you want' and as such it is related to the conjunction küš, but appears to be a much later borrowing" (Csepregi op.cit., 62) . Gert Sauer, too, presents a rather altered view in his recent paper (1999): he says that the item at hand is not a loanword but an internal development going back to an Ob-Ugrian origin. Although the functions of Russian hotь and Ostyak köč largely overlap, this is due to mere chance in his opinion, given that the Ostyak wordunlike the Russian one -has a temporal meaning, too. The syntactic behaviour (word order) of the Ostyak conjunction, too, differs from that of the Russian word; if it were a case of borrowing, the syntactic pattern of the source language would have to be copied as well. Furthermore, he claims, phonological factors also disprove the Russian origin of the word. He adds, however, that certain occurrences of the given item may be influenced by the Russian conjunction of similar form and meaning (e.g., wherever its word order is of the Russian type), and that in certain dialects one can observe a homonymous but borrowed item as an anterior constituent: Vj. kös'-kojȋ 'anyone'. As can be seen, then, three kinds of explanations exist with respect to the origin and functions of Ostyak kȗč : (a) Russian borrowing (in all roles); (b) multiple/multi-stage borrowing (in view of the differences); and (c) an internal development that occasionally may follow a borrowed syntactic pattern and has a homonymous borrowed counterpart.
In this case, we can rely on the results of general research on grammaticalization, 4 in particular, those concerning grammaticalization continua that are characteristically taken to be unidirectional. Such a continuum is the range of semantic changes of conjunctions (Hopper-Traugott 1993, 178) : temporal > conditional (or causal) > concessive. It is definitely to be taken into consideration that, were we to reckon with borrowing from Russian, we would be forced to derive the temporal meaning from the concessive one, contrary to the strong tendency of the direction of semantic change referred to. (Since Russian hotь can be traced back to the grammaticalization of a participial form of hotetь (Vasmer 1958, 268) , the idea that the two Ob-Ugrian languages might have borrowed an earlier, temporal meaning, can be excluded.)
Returning to the above grammaticalization continuum, its discrete staging is necessarily arbitrary since it does not allow for transitional phases that are exactly the periods in which the added pragmatic meaning referred to above becomes a component of the meaning of the given conjunction. And in view of the fact that such changes are usually not "supplantive" but additive, and hence the phenomenon of layering also occurs, it is to be expected that intermediate domains of the continuum will be possible to attest, too: that examples can be found to fall between the assumed initial stage, the purely temporal relation as in (7) and the assumed final stage as in (8). The latter example also shows that the conjunction can have a concessive meaning in positions other than clause initially:
(7) kem kȗč 2'iw@t2@n, ma t'i jȏw@t2@m. out as go.prs.2sg I behold come.prs.1sg 'As soon as you get out, I will come then.' (Csepregi 1998, 82/3) (8) nȗŋ tȏm tȏr@m, tȏm i2@m pȃl@kn@ kȃw, t'u kȗč you that sky that front side.iness stone that though pow2e, mu,ti wič@p@ @nt@ pit@2. blow.prs.3sg.sgobj through never get.prs.3sg 'On the other side of the world, there is a stone. No matter how strongly you blow it, you will never go through it. ' (ibid., 64/3) This latter example may also serve as an instance of the implication involved in concession, as follows (where S 1 and S 2 are clauses): "With a sentence of the form bár S 1 , mégis S 2 'although S 1 , nevertheless S 2 ', the speaker states 'S1 and S 2 ' and (s)he pragmatically presupposes or believes that 'given S 1 , it could not/should not be the case that S 2 ' " (Bánréti 1983, 10 ). In the above example, the statement is that the wind blows the stone and cannot go through it; the presupposition is: if it blows the stone (strong enough), it should be able to go through it. Concession, then, is bound up with conditionality, opposition, and causality; in the case of the conjunction at hand, that implication has turned into part of the meaning of an originally purely temporal item.
In the texts we have studied, quite a number of examples involve this conjunction linking clauses that are, beyond temporal relations, in a semantic relationship with one another that is not quite concession but has something to do with the neighbouring categories of conditionality, opposition, or causality. In these cases, it is context that is more or less responsible for such additional meaning.
(9) kem kȗč 2'iw@t, kem@n p@t@,2em. out as go.prt.3sg outside dark 'As he goes out (he sees that) it is dark outside.' (Csepregi 1998, 84/7) Context: "In the house, it is broad daylight. What could have happened, he thinks. Has the sun risen? He leaves the house."
Potential presupposition: If it is light inside, it should be light outside, too.
(10) ă, • @sȏrt kȏč ne, • r@m@,, ă, • @2@t kȏtn@ tȏt pit. Chukchee leader as jump.prt.3sg sledge.pl middle there fall.prt.3sg 'The Chukchee leader jumped, and he fell between the sledges in the middle.' (Honti 1978b, 135/1) Context (broader): The leader is bragging; earlier he has proven that he is good at jumping. It is an unexpected consequence that he now nevertheless falls down.
(11) kem kȗč 2'iw@t2@t, @jm@ta wȃr p@ @nt@m. out as run.prs.3pl something thing in.fact is.not 'As they run out, there's nothing outside.' (Csepregi 1998 It could be expected that causal relations should be linked to temporal relations with a higher probability (concession being in general a very complex logical relation that is normally grammaticalized rather later; Hopper-Traugott 1993, 178 ), yet in these texts there are only two pairs of clauses (both occurring in the same tale and being almost identical) in which the event expressed in one of them follows from the event expressed in the other, rather than contradicting the other clause or the context: 'And as the old woman tried to wake him, the old man woke up, he grabbed at the door-post, so much did he withdraw.' (Csepregi 1998, 94/25) (As the giant woke up, the boy grabbed at the door-post because he was so frightened.)
As can be seen, then, the Surgut dialect data widely reflect not only the initial and final phases of the assumed functional expansion of the conjunction but also its transitional phases. Hence I think that, wherever the temporal, concessive, or transitional conjunction occurs in a preverbal position, it is unjustified to take it to be of a Russian origin; rather, internal development can be assumed and indeed demonstrated. Word order cannot be taken as decisive in the dialect under scrutiny anyway: with few exceptions, concessive kȗč also occurs in a preverbal position (cf. (8)), whereas there are examples of clause-initial temporal kȗč, too: 5 (15) kȗč j@m,@ 2ej@2ta,@ j@, -t'ăk ¡ a temi k ¡ ănt@k k ¡ o opt@t. as good.translat watch.inf begin.prt.3sg well this Ostyak man hair.pl 'As he looks at it closer: well, it is human hair. ' (ibid., 92/22) Since in the dialect under investigation there is no phonological distinction between anterior constituent-like or paired ('whether. . . or') and temporal-concessive kȗč, we cannot take a stand as to whether this is the result of internal development or kȗč follows the Russian pattern in this function -neither possibility can be excluded.
While so far the subject-matter of our investigation was the meaning or the semantic extension of the two conjunctions, in what follows, we will turn to their grammatical behaviour. In particular, we will ask if these items can be seen as subordinating conjunctions. Traditionally they are classified as such; but Sauer (1999) and Hartung (1999, 165-70) argue that this classification is the wrong one. Hartung has the following reasons not to take Ostyak clause-linking items to be conjunctions (and to call them junctors instead):
-conjunctions in general introduce clauses, whereas the items at hand do not: many of them go back to particles and continue to function as particles, too; they often occur after the focused word; -conjunctions in general cannot be suffixed but some of the Ostyak ones can (those that go back to interrogative or deictic pronouns); -some of them can take postpositions or possessive suffixes, especially those linking items that occur within subordinate constructions, in complement or relative clauses.
She also notes that, in Ostyak, coordination and subordination cannot be clearly told apart: only clauses whose conjunction is of a pronominal origin are undoubtedly subordinate ones. From this, and from the foregoing, it follows that in her view it would be difficult to define unambiguously which linking items qualify as conjunctions, even though on the basis of such a definition setting up the broader category of junctors could be avoided. With respect to the two items that are investigated in this paper, only the first of the above criteria is applicable since they cannot be suffixed. Indeed, kȗč most often is in a position within the clause (immediately before the verb, as in (1), (3), (8), (10), (12); if there is a preverb, then between the preverb and the verb, cf. (7), (9), (11)) where otherwise only particles occur. As a conditional conjunction, k ¡ unte normally occurs clause finally, 6 whereas the interrogative pronoun from which it developed into a conditional conjunction, just like other interrogative pronouns that are also used as relative pronouns, are clause initial. (In the texts under survey, no instance can be found of k ¡ unte as a temporal conjunction occurring clause initially.) What it shows parallel word order behaviour with is the synonymous conditional construction involving a particle: the particle ka also occurs at the end of its own clause, but whereas the latter occurs in a clause containing a person-marked present participle, k ¡ unte appears in finite clauses.
(16) os mȧ kǐjtam kȧ rut' kănt@, ti, • t@ 2ȧtn@ also I leave.partimp.1sg if Russian Ostyak appear.partimp time.iness kȏ2n@ wȃ22i. how kill.pass.prs.3sg 'If he leaves me, how do people kill him when they appear?' (Honti 1978b, 128/7) Temporal relations are often expressed by person-marked participle + postposition constructions:
(17) jăk@ jȏw@tta 2atn@ t'i čemotin@n tăm, ă2intta home get.partimp.2sg time.iness this suitcase.Px2sg there lie.down.partimp.2sg 2atn@ tȏw ăs@m u2ŋ@na ǐmte. time.iness there pillow edge.Px2sg.lat put.imp2sg 'When you go home, put your suitcase beside your pillow at bedtime.' (Csepregi 1998, 80/12) It is imaginable then that the word order position of the conditional conjunction has been fixed at the end of the clause on the model of the position of conditional particles or of postpositions. Thus the word order of our two items does not indeed follow the "expected" conjunction pattern but one of them takes the position of particles, the other takes that of postpositions, whereas the rest of pronoun-based conjunctions occur clause initially. However, position in itself cannot play a decisive role: the two edges of clauses are in fact designated positions for conjunctions but this is not an absolute universal. The grammatical status of the two items at hand can be approached from two different angles: from the relation between the clauses they conjoin, and from the part of speech status of the two words. That is, it has to be demonstrated that the items at hand are conjunctions (rather than particles) and that the clauses they connect are related by subordination (or if they are not, what kind of relation there is between the two clauses).
To draw a distinction between conjunctions and particles is not unproblematic since they do not unambiguously differ either morphologically or syntactically (both parts of speech can be characterized by the following properties: they have no role as sentence constituents, they cannot be modified, they cannot be asked questions about, they do not enter into syntactic relationships with other words in the clause, and they cannot be suffixed; Keszler 2000, 268-81) . Thus it is their functions alone ("whether their role is primarily linking or particle-like [modal, estimating, topic-enhancing]", ibid., 280) that can be used to tell them apart. Since other clauses containing particles are stand-alone sentences, whereas those containing the items discussed here require another clause to cooccur with, we should rather say their function is linking:
(a) (18) t'ăk ¡ a ăw@sȏrt k ¡ on,@ t'i w@j,ant@,. 'And the Nenets leader withdrew.' (perfecivising particle) (Csepregi 1998, 96/4) (b) *kem kȗč 2'iw@t2@t 'As he ran out. . . '
The other criterion we mentioned is whether these linking items signal subordination or coordination, although these are not necessarily two distinct categories, either. According to traditional grammatical descriptions, coordination differs from subordination in that coordinated clauses are merely connected by some logical relation, some relation of content. By contrast, a subordinate clause is typically a clausal expression of some constituent of the main clause (Keszler op.cit., 472, 531) . But there is a transitional range of clauses with a specific semantic content, one subtype of which involves types that are partly detached from their role of expressing some constituent of the main clause. Within this latter category, concession is the type that is the most independent of the main clause (ibid., 520). Generative classification is based on the interchangeability of clauses: in coordination, the conjunction does not belong to either clause, hence the clauses are interchangeable if the conjunction is left where it is (between the two clauses) but not if it moves along with the second clause. By contrast, in subordination, the conjunction is part of the subordinate clause, hence it can move along with its clause but it cannot be left behind by moving the clause without it. However, this test does not apply in all cases: there are pairs of clauses in a concessive relation in which the conjunction is within the second clause, and conversely, not all subordinate clauses can in fact be moved. Another possibility of drawing a distinction is the investigation of binding relations of noun phrases in the clauses. This method also yields a transitional category: 'independent subordination' belongs to subordination on the basis of movability, but the distribution of binding relations is neither that of subordination nor that of coordination: it is a third type (Kenesei 1992, 537-52) .
The interchangeability of the clauses would be characteristic of subordination; but the rarity of the available examples and their loose 'afterthought' character requires some caution here.
The investigation of binding relations and of whether the two clauses can or cannot have different illocutionary forces would both be very important-but these cannot be studied on a closed corpus, the task would require access to the competence of a native speaker. Finally, the criterion of downgradedness leads us back to the issue of function. The clauses containing the conjunctions under scrutiny here involve finite verb forms, yet they require complementation, a fact that-at least in pairs of clauses in a temporal relationship-may be connected to the aspect of the clause whose temporal structure is completed by that of an event expressed in another clause. All in all, it is highly doubtful whether setting up a novel part of speech category is justified, given that the two items studied here can be described in terms of existing categories and their properties.
Taking all the foregoing into consideration, we wish to conclude this paper by saying that, on the basis of their behaviour, both kȗč and k ¡ unt@ are to be regarded as items grammaticalized into conjunctions; as well as that-in view of the fact that the development of concessive meaning into temporal meaning is made rather unlikely by conclusions drawn from the general theory of grammaticalization -the derivation of Surgut Ostyak kȗč from Russian can probably be discarded. On the same account, it is expedient to regard the temporal meaning as primary within Ostyak, too. In its temporal function, this item is part of a system containing numerous synonymous possibilities, as the temporal relationship between two propositions can be expressed in several ways: by a non-finite verb form + personal suffix + postposition, by a non-finite verb form + personal suffix + case marker, or by a non-finite verb form + personal suffix on its own. Concession can easily be derived from a temporal meaning, and complex examples also abound.
Conditionality can also be expressed by synonymous constructions in addition to the conjunction k ¡ unt@, for instance, by a present participle + personal suffix + particle complex as referred to above. At the same time, we do not have attested instances of this conjunction introducing temporal subordination (or any other kind of subordination) clause initially, whereas clause finally it has a characteristically conditional meaning; it appears that this word order pattern is a peculiarity of its grammaticalization.
